(Editor's Note: Attention is called to the paper by Dr. Carl M. White, also included in this issue. Although the papers by Mr. Gelfand and Dr. White were prepared independently, readers will find that they supplement each other.) dertake to support such activity as might be found practicable. The foundations did not commit themselves to any particular action in this connection.
On Feb. 12, 1948, the foundations gave another dinner. On this occasion the guests were, in the main, the librarians from the institutions represented at the original dinner. The discussion of library cooperation was continued by the librarians who, as might be expected, agreed unanimously on the need for closer cooperation and discussed specific proposals for achieving this objective. Then there followed the activity that will be described here. Considered in relation to the requirements of a society such as ours, it will become apparent that the library function is not the function of social memory alone-the mere preservation of records-but a much more active and creative function which can best be described by likening the library in a contemporary society to the nervous system in a physical organism-an instrument not of memory alone but of memory plus communication plus impulse to action plus reflection upon action.
2 The following quotations from MacLeish are taken from a letter which he wrote to Ralph A, Beals in which he restated the principal points that he presented at the March 12 meeting.
MacLeish's letter appears as Appendix I to "Library Cooperation in Metroplitan New York; Report of a Second Meeting of New York City Librarians, March 12 ', 1948." up. Mimeographed. Considered in this relation it will be apparent, also, that libraries are not and cannot be independent and autonomous institutions however their directors and trustees and benefactors may wish to make them so. They are units in a system which is as extensive-or should be as extensive-as the society (and ideally of the civilization). They constitute together one system.
How well do libraries perform this function: how well do they function as the nervous system of a vast, complicated and closely integrated organism? Librarians generally will agree, even without a detailed survey, that the American library system, which is probably better than any other national system, performs this function in a spotty way. It is like a nervous system made up of trunk nerves to the right hand and the left toe. Not to push the physiological analogy too far, American technological society is comparable in some ways to the sabertooth and other huge animals which were superseded not because they lacked strength but, apparently, because their nervous systems were inadequate to their bulk. Librarians will probably agree also that the underlying trouble with the American library system is that it is not systematic.
Then MacLeish gave his approach to the solution of the question, "How do you systematize a system that is not systematic?"
His principal contribution at this point, it seemed to me, was to be found in the first step of the approach that he suggested:
You begin by trying to reach agreement as to what the system has to do in the area under study. This is an inquiry at the highest levels of intellectual statesmanship. It is, however, a labor which librarians are peculiarly equipped to accomplish. They know, or can know, what the demands upon their system are and-more important and difficult-they can conceive what those demands ought to be if the system really worked. They also are competent to evaluate these demands qualitatively as well as quantitatively. My principal complaint about librarians in universities and public administrations is that they are too humble-too willing to be turned into superior janitors.
They and they alone have the knowledge to plan and control the functioning of this most essential of social organs.
They belong in the GHQs-the planning boards-of their universities and cities. The problem this committee is dealing with will never be solved intelligently and with technical competence until librarians demand that authority for themselves and exercise it.
It was finally agreed at the March 12 meeting that the group would continue its investigation of the possibilities of cooperation. A small committee was appointed by Dr. White to "lay out concrete proposals for action." 
